
Abstract

Morphable models are a powerful tool, but 
have so far failed to model the eye accurately. 
We present a multi-part model that includes a 
new 3DMM of the facial eye region, and an 
anatomy-based eyeball. By fitting this model to 
an image, we can estimate 3D gaze robustly.

Model parameters 

We parameterize our multi-part model with

Shape β and texture τ are controlled with linear 
models. Pose θ is defined by model transforms 
and procedural animation. We use ambient + 
directional illumination ι. We assume knowl-
edge of camera parameters κ. 

 = { β, τ, θ, ι, κ }

Eye Region 3D Morphable Model (β, τ)
mean shape

μs
modes of shape variation mean texture

μt
modes of texture variation

linear shape model Ms = (μs ,σs ,U) linear texture model Mt = (μt ,σt ,V)

We built linear PCA models of shape Ms and texture Mt from a collection of high resolution 3D 
face scans (see bottom right). These scans were carefully re-parameterised to maintain de-
tailed correspondences around the eyelids and interior margin. A similar PCA linear model 
Miris was constructed for iris texture.
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We used 22 high quality head scans as source data
5M vertices, >1mm accuracy, http://www.3dscanstore.com
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Fitting our model

We fit our model with analysis-by-synthesis:  
given an observed image Iobs, we produce a 
synthesized image Isyn that best matches it. We 
search for optimal parameters * as follows:

Our energy includes Eimg that measures the  
dense pixel-wise similarity between Iobs and 
Isyn, and Eldmks that regularizes our model 
against tracked facial feature landmarks [1]. λ 
controls their relative importance.

* = argmin E( )

E( ) = Eimg(  + λ · Eldmks(

Reduction in Eimg over 60 GD iterations

We minimze E( ) using gradient descent with 
numerical central derivatives, solving for all pa-
rameters simultaneously.
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Gaze estimation results

We evaluated on the Columbia [2] and Eyediap 
[3] datasets. We (9.44o gaze error) out-per-
formed a state of the art convolutional neural 
network method [4] (10.5o). Our model based 
approach also generalizes to extreme gaze 
angles not covered in their limited training set.
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Top: a comparison against a state-of-the-art 
CNN method [4] Bottom: more PCs lets our 
model fit better, and gives better gaze error.
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